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Abstract
There is a rising problem of multiple long-term conditions (“multimorbidity”) as the global population ages. Old age 
is the biggest risk factor for having one or more chronic conditions. Unfortunately, current care processes can be 
fragmented, with most focusing on individual diseases. This can lead to unintended consequences for patients, 
particularly if they are admitted onto an inappropriate care pathway, along with subsequent economic downsides. 
When people with multiple long-term conditions deteriorate, detection of illness may be delayed due to a range of 
non-specific symptoms being displayed. At present, there is limited research on detecting deterioration within 
community settings, thereby forming the basis of earlier interventions. A general measure, such as how active an 
individual is, might allow initial identification of decline and trigger a more targeted approach to assess the 
underlying reason for deterioration. Restricted activity seems to manifest earlier than the routinely used single 
condition clinical markers, and has been identified both in the last year of life and during periods of illness. Changes 
in activity could facilitate the identification of illness, leveraging technology to determine any decline. However, 
there is still no universally agreed definition of what constitutes a change in activity and, therefore, no accepted 
method of measuring it. This paper reviews the potential for a connected health approach to monitoring older 
adults with multimorbidity, using restricted activity as a general measure of health decline.
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INTRODUCTION
The number of people living with multiple long-term conditions (MLTCs) is growing, almost becoming the 
“norm” amongst many adults[1]. MLTCs exist when an individual has two or more chronic conditions. 
These can be persistent physical, mental, non-communicable or infectious diseases[2]. The long-term nature 
of these conditions means that they accumulate with age, and with the ageing population[1,3], this can create 
unsustainable pressure on healthcare resources.

Problems with typical care pathways for multiple long-term conditions
Western healthcare is typically arranged around a series of specialities, each of which has developed around 
treating a single disease or disease complex[4]. Such a system is not well-placed to manage MLTCs. Even 
when generalists lead care, they often revert to single disease pathways[4]. There is a need to design forward-
thinking and innovative changes in the delivery of care, including addressing operational, logistical, and 
medical issues [Figure 1]. Difficulties include patients experiencing problematic polypharmacy including 
drug-drug or drug-disease interactions, follow-up by multiple different doctors, departments, or hospitals, 
with little communication between them, along with problems associated with their social settings[2] 
[Figure 1].

Current multiple long-term conditions care
In England, more than half of people over 65 years old suffer from MLTCs, with this predicted to reach 
two-thirds by 2035[5]. Previously increasing life expectancy has flattened in some countries and led to 
increased years lived with poor health[6]. A significant cause of this is the well-established positive 
association between age and the prevalence of MLTCs[1]. Measures addressing the care of those with MLTCs 
may, therefore, ultimately improve the quality of life for older adults.

People with MLTCs represent a significant proportion of primary and secondary care workload (and 
therefore costs) yet are prone to poorer outcomes[7]. They may also straddle physical and mental health: 
depression prevalence increases with increasing numbers of chronic conditions[8]. Subsequently, 
deterioration may be missed or detected late, potentially due to patients falling between specialities or care 
providers through not fitting within single-condition healthcare models[7].

Patients with MLTCs may require extensive monitoring for their different conditions (e.g., mood, peak 
flow, blood pressure, and weight) and multiple treatments, yet the more conditions a patient has, the less 
likely they are to be able to manage complex monitoring and/or treatment regimens[1]. Higher burdens of 
care cause additional psychological struggles, forming a vicious cycle of decline[1]. Any novel monitoring 
solution should therefore be simple and require minimal input from the individual. Connected technology 
could help with this.

CONNECTED HEALTH FOR LONG-TERM CONDITIONS
Healthcare innovation typically moves in waves, where advances in technology and knowledge drive 
changes in systems operation[9]. At present, there is a shift towards a more population-focused, connected 
health approach using remote monitoring[10]. Connected health can be described as technology-enabled 
healthcare delivery[11]. To help meet the challenges of an aging population with an increase in MLTCs, 
connected health might facilitate enhanced care delivery in an efficient, proactive, and timely manner, along 
with effective data sharing between patients and professionals. One example of connected health 
interventions for MLTCs are those aimed at hypertension, where self-monitoring has been shown to result 
in significant reductions in blood pressure[12]. A systematic review of digital telemedicine solutions in 
MLTCs found six eligible studies, with three using blood pressure as the primary outcome[13]. While 
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Figure 1. A simplified map of the problems encountered by people with multimorbidity in

encouraging, this emphasises a continued focus on single disease processes.

Restricted activity as a general measure of health
Self-monitoring of existing clinical markers might encompass multiple disease domains for people with 
MLTCs placing a significant burden on frail populations[14]. Combining a series of potentially complex steps 
will likely result in reduced adherence, especially for a person who is deteriorating and therefore may miss 
early signs of declining health. A general health measure could enable a wider group of patients, especially 
those with MLTCs or with frailty, to monitor their health, allowing subsequent targeting of monitoring and/
or treatment in response to the detection of deterioration.

Restricted activity could be such a marker[15]. It has been defined in various ways in the literature but can be 
broadly described as a reduction in a person’s usual activities, ultimately leading to being unable to get out 
of bed. This can be applied to all, regardless of condition, including frailer patients with greater health 
burdens. There is no universal method of measuring restricted activity. Previously proposed measures 
included changes in the ability to perform activities of daily living (ADL)[16-18], time in bed during set time 
periods[19,20], or how respondents spent most of their day running up to an illness[21] [Table 1].

Restricted activity could manifest earlier than other typically used signs and can capture declining health 
due to a variety of underlying causes. Gill’s work in the United States highlighted that restricted activity 
occurs for older people around 6 months before death leading to increased bed rest approximately 3 months 
before death[15]. Gill used a set of questions to examine the underlying cause of restricted activity, firstly 
asking about any restriction in activity and then, if present, asking about detailed reasons. Their findings 
suggest that restricted activity could be a robust measure of deterioration regardless of cause and could 
therefore have potential as a general health measure. Other studies have further suggested associations 
between restricted activity measured in various ways and higher rates of hospitalisation[22] and 
mortality[15,19,20]. As far as the authors are aware, no previous research has considered restricted activity as a 
marker of declining health, no previous research has considered restricted activity as a marker of declining 
health for use in routine clinical practice to trigger further intervention, but in combination with connected 
solutions, this appears worthy of consideration.
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Table 1. Summary of the different methods of measuring restricted activity in the literature

Type of restricted 
activity measured Method of capturing

Restricted activities Categorising participants into groups, dependant on how they perform the major activity: unable to perform the major 
activity, limited in the amount or kind of major activity, limited but not in the major activity, or not limited[22] 
Categorising participants by independent, partially dependent, or fully dependent based on: 
● How able a participant was to walk across a room[16,17] 
● How able a participant was to dress themselves[16,17] 
● How able a participant was to transfer between a bed a chair[16,17]

Activities of daily living 
(ADL)

ADL are an established set of questions used to identify physical independence; Categorising participants by 
independent, partially dependent, or fully dependent based upon 6 activities, eating, toileting, bathing, dressing, 
transferring, and walking across a room; An overall score was given[16-18,20,23]

Restricted 
activities/Bed rest

Categorising participants based on their mobility patterns: those who could walk independently; those who walked 
with the help of caregivers or with the use of walking aids; those who were bedridden or confined to a wheelchair[24] 
Questionnaire, asking how participants spend most of their day: on feet, sitting, or in bed[21]

Bed rest Questionnaire looking at daily hours spent in bed: less than 10 h, 10-16 h, or more than 16 h[23] 
Questionnaire on 1/2 days in bed per fortnight[15]

Using a general measure of health, such as restricted activity, would not aim to make new diagnoses, but 
rather to highlight the start of a decline and a point to intervene with additional, personalised checks. 
Restricted activity as a prognostic measure does have its limitations, including a bias towards physical 
activity, which may be skewed by a person’s baseline mobility or external factors such as the weather. 
Flexibility would be fundamental as each user’s daily activities would differ, and this would need to be 
considered when designing different features and alerts. For example, it would be important to calibrate the 
measure to an individual’s baseline movements. Patient involvement prior to conducting this review 
highlighted some wheelchair users were already conscious of physical activity changes during episodes of 
decline, supporting the validity of this particular marker but further highlighting the importance of 
flexibility to suit an individual’s circumstances.

DIGITAL INTERVENTIONS AND WELLBEING TRACKERS IN HEALTHCARE
Wellbeing apps are increasing in popularity, particularly accompanying technology such as smartwatches 
and Fitbits, where users log drivers of health such as activity, sleep, and dietary intake. Despite this, the 
market for apps aimed at older people is still lacking. A systematic review of mobile apps for older people 
highlighted that the needs of the population had not been met sufficiently, specifically focussing on overall 
app quality, usability, and data protection[23].

Technological advances have empowered patients to take on more responsibility for their health[24]. These 
advances, provided they are focussed on older populations, have the potential to drive improvements in 
MLTC care. They might include both passive and active monitoring of activity as well as symptoms. 
Exploiting the full potential of technology will require attention to issues caused by visual, dexterity, and 
cognitive decline[23]. Interventions to date have considered monitoring gait changes[25], fall monitoring[26], 
and sleep tracking[27]. Similar technology could identify restricted activity in the context of MLTCs.

Connected health in disease monitoring
The COVID-19 pandemic brought rapid advances in population symptom monitoring, including the Zoe 
COVID-19 symptom tracker[28]. It measured self-reported symptoms, identifying that anosmia, fatigue, 
persistent cough, and loss of appetite could predict COVID-19 infection before rapid self-tests were readily 
available[28]. This proved extremely useful in tracking numbers as well as the characteristics of new variants. 
Zoe was downloaded by 2.6 million people in 28 days[29] and received overall consumer feedback, with an 
average of 4.7 stars on both the Apple and Google Play stores[30,31].
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Another successful symptom-tracking app is TrueColours, which is used to monitor mental health in 
people with bipolar disorder. TrueColours works by self-reporting symptoms through texts, web-interface 
or smartphone apps on an agreed personal schedule of weekly, daily or specific set times. Symptoms are 
reported on a user-friendly interface, with access for supervising clinicians. It has been shown to detect 
episodes earlier and to monitor the user’s condition[32]. TrueColours was shown to be effective in reducing 
long-term mood variability[33]. The app is embedded into clinical systems but can also be used for collecting 
data in new trials. It has now also been translated into use for other conditions with fluctuating symptoms, 
such as ulcerative colitis[34].

Some studies have explored tracking movement using sensors within a home setting, with the long-term 
goal of detecting early cognitive decline[35]. These Intelligent Systems for Assessing Aging Changes (ISAAC) 
demonstrated successful tracking of activity changes, including total activity, night-time activity, and 
walking speeds; however, the prognostic significance of these measures is not clear, nor when these 
technologies will be widely available.

HOW MIGHT CONNECTED HEALTH INTERVENTIONS MONITOR ACTIVITY?
The jump from health logging and disease monitoring in younger people to monitoring activity in an older 
population may not be straightforward, but there is considerable potential as smartphones become more 
prevalent across the whole population.

Key attributes of such an intervention might include a combination of monitoring activity passively and 
active collection of symptoms questionnaires to understand how an individual is feeling. An understanding 
of the patient’s feelings would be crucial to the success of such an intervention to gain better insight into 
who is at risk of declining health. This will be important in practice, as some patients may display reduced 
activity due to external factors not relating to health, such as bad weather.

If changes in disease states, from stable to unstable, can be identified, this could offer a point to add 
additional clinical monitoring, home visits from carers or medical staff, or a medication review to assess if 
intervention is needed. Such monitoring would aim to facilitate the management of patients with frailty or 
MLTCs by using restricted activity to detect early signs of declining health and to communicate with 
professionals as required[15,18,22,36].

Two important aspects of integrating such an intervention into future primary care workflows would be an 
understanding of different activity change thresholds and what these could mean, as well as downstream 
workload issues. This would allow the right data to be integrated into patient records, which would trigger 
time-sensitive tasks to action by an appropriate staff member.

An important aspect of this intervention is to alleviate the burden of monitoring for patients. At present, the 
burden on these already vulnerable patients is extremely high[1]. There is an argument that typical 
monitoring is done too frequently while patients are healthy[37,38]. At present, the burden on these patients is 
extremely high[1].Considering the nature of the likely target patient group, an important aspect of any 
intervention to identify functional deterioration would be to alleviate the burden of monitoring. Extensive 
monitoring has been observed to contribute to health inequalities, therefore having one “general” self-
monitoring measure that could be self-administered or administered by a familial or formal caregiver might 
be more feasible and accessible to a wider range of people as a first-line of monitoring (i.e., a flag to initiate 
further action and/or monitoring).
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Extensive monitoring has been observed to contribute to health inequalities, therefore having one “general” 
self-monitoring measure that could be self-administered, or administered by a familial or formal caregiver, 
might be more feasible and accessible to a wider range of people, as it could act as a first line of monitoring 
to detect changes from a stable state, and a trigger point for additional monitoring and/or intervention. This 
would also aim to encourage patients to take responsibility for their health, alleviating some of the burdens 
on the healthcare, and hopefully allow re-allocation of resources to patients who are less able to self-
monitor.

EXPECTED BARRIERS TO IMPLEMENTATION
Like all new interventions, especially digital solutions, there will be barriers to uptake. The digital healthcare 
market is becoming more saturated; however, many available solutions are not used effectively[39]. Wang 
identified some key attributes of successful healthcare apps[40]. These were grouped into three categories: 
excitement, performance, and basic, impacting user satisfaction and dissatisfaction. While all 10 of the 
attributes play a role in active usage of an app, flexibility to fit around different people’s lives, and 
information support would be most crucial to a restricted activity intervention.

Technological retention is another difficult issue, with significantly more engagement during the initial 
period of use period. Global statistics from 2020 showed that healthcare app retention drops from 20% to 
4% after 30 days[41]. To maintain usage, the reasons for using the app and the benefits from this should be 
clear.

A recent study identified the main barriers to engagement in digital health to be a lack of self-efficacy, 
knowledge, functionality, and understanding of the benefits[42]. To counteract this, the key enabler to uptake 
was support for the user to help overcome concerns, reinforce commitment, and enhance confidence in the 
value of its use. This is especially important when supporting vulnerable patient groups, such as older 
people with MLTCs.

Therefore, to overcome these expected barriers, it is important to design an intervention that is easy to use 
for all user groups; for example, if a patient and carer are both expected to use the intervention, it should be 
flexible to fit into the different everyday lives for both these users and potentially allow multiple users per 
individual being monitored. Any intervention should seek to be co-produced with patient and public 
contributors, as well as other stakeholder representatives including clinicians and technologists, to ensure 
their needs are properly addressed.

The end user of such interventions is still uncertain; however, identifying approaches that make these 
monitoring activities less intrusive would allow a broader range of people to monitor, which might be 
helpful as previously healthy people transition into a more frail state. This should be addressed in future 
research.

CONCLUSION
In summary, many healthcare structures are not currently designed to optimally monitor and manage 
MLTCs. One of the big challenges is to understand the general non-specific symptoms patients often 
display and know how to subsequently target appropriate care. When problems are detected late, poorer 
patient outcomes tend to be the result.
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Using restricted activity in the initial identification of declining health could help to detect those at the 
highest risk and enable earlier intervention. Before such interventions can be developed, a measure of 
restricted activity must be established, with an appropriate delivery method for the target users. Developing 
such an intervention could open the doors to improving MLTC patient care at a crucial time. Ultimately, 
more collaboration and innovation can align the healthcare system to MLTC patients’ needs.
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